
Are we really wrecking the World? 

Is our Breath of Life {CO2} the cause? 

 

 
ANTHROPOGENIC GLOBAL WARMING OR NATURAL CLIMATE CHANGES? 

 

What:  Hear the facts and the fiction behind climate change  

When:  Friday 29 January, 2010, 3.00 – 5.00pm  

Where:  Tara Ballroom, The Irish Club, 175 Elizabeth Street, Brisbane, 4000  

To cover costs a donation of $20 pp or $10 pp for concession holders will be collected 

at the door.  

______________________________________ 

Following up on his open, and still unanswered letter to Kevin Rudd, of 1 Jan 2010; 

and his long standing, unanswered, invitation to debate with Al Gore on the real issues 

of climate change; Lord Christopher Monckton is travelling to Australia to present the 

real “Inconvenient Truth” about the premise of the new quasi-religion of guilt and 

shame, surrounding “Carbon Footprints”, “Global Warming” and “Climate Change”.    

The Prime Minister verbally attacked Viscount Monckton in his 6th November 2009 

speech to the Lowy Institute; prior to taking his entourage of 114 staff to Copenhagen. 

   Christopher’s whirlwind speaking tour down under is being underwritten by a couple 

of retired Aussie scientists (and their wives); because they believe that we are only 

being presented with a biased view on climate change and its causes. This trip is not 

sponsored by the Oil or Coal Industries; rather it is sponsored by Australians who want 

to see a rational and objective presentation on climate change and not one of alarmist 

doomsday rhetoric. Christopher is recognized as one of the World’s most acclaimed 

speakers for the truth about CO2 and its part in Anthropogenic (man-made) Global 



Warming. Come and hear the facts behind the fiction that the government and the 

media have refused to acknowledge.  

On Tour with Lord Monckton, is Professor Ian Plimer. They will be joined on stage in 

the Irish Club Ballroom, by the Chair of the Meeting, Professor Bob Carter. Two of 

Australia’s senior scientists who are also not afraid to speak the truth. 

There will be two events on the day. The first event will be at the Hilton Hotel for a 

debate and luncheon to be hosted by the Brisbane Institute. RSVP and details about 

this event can be found at the following link: 

www.brisinst.org.au 

This second event will be held at The Irish Club, and will be chaired by Professor Bob 

Carter, and consist of presentations followed by questions, which will be encouraged 

and welcomed. The Irish Club is located directly across the road from the Hilton Hotel; 

and the event will run from 3.00 – 5.00pm.  Doors open at 2.30pm.  

.   

Christopher Walter Monckton, 3rd Viscount Monckton of Brenchley.  Lord 

Monckton is Chief Policy Advisor to the Science and Public Policy Institute. He was 

Special Advisor to British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher from 1982 to 1986. Lord 

Monckton is a widely recognized expert on climate sensitivity. His climate change 

lecture to Cambridge University undergraduates was later turned into a full-length 

feature film (funded by SPPI) titled “Apocalypse? NO!". Recently, Lord Monckton has 

devoted his work toward challenging the so-called “consensus” of scientists on climate 

change. Along with giving lectures and writing scholarly analyses, Monckton has 

testified before a subcommittee of the U.S. House of Representatives. He has openly 

challenged Al Gore to a debate on global warming and has also issued an open letter to 

Prime Minister Kevin Rudd both of which remain unanswered. 

Ian Plimer, PhD, Professor of Geology, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, 

University of Adelaide. Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences, University of Melbourne, 

Australia.  A number of papers refuting AGW have already been published under 

Professor Plimer’s name. In 2009, Ian released Heaven and Earth, a book in which he 

claims that climate models focus too strongly on the effects of carbon dioxide, rather 

than factoring other issues such as solar variation. 

Robert (Bob) M. Carter is a very high profile AGW sceptic in Australia. He prefers to 

call himself a climate rationalist. Bob is a former Professor of Earth Sciences, now a 

Research Professor at James Cook University (Qld) and Adelaide University (South 

Australia). He is also a Palaeontologist, Marine Geologist and an environmental scientist 

in climate change research. Bob has acted as an expert witness on climate change before 

the U.S. Senate Committee of Environment & Public Works, the Australian and N.Z. 

parliamentary Select Committees into emissions trading; and in a meeting in parliament 

house, Stockholm. He was also a primary science witness in the U.K. High Court case 

of Dimmock v. H.M.'s Secretary of State for Education, the 2007 judgment which 

identified nine major scientific errors in Mr Al Gore's film "An Inconvenient Truth". 

http://www.brisinst.org.au/


What do we really know about the Science of Climate Change? 

The Australian public needs to understand the rational science of 

“Climate Change”, instead of the alarmist “hype” that has dominated 

both the government’s agenda and the media in recent years. 

 
‘AUSTRALIANS DESERVE TO HEAR ALL SIDES AND MAKE UP THEIR OWN 

MINDS ABOUT THE CLIMATE CHANGE DEBATE’ 
 
 
 

When History sees us overcoming injustices and mankind moves ahead into a Golden 
Age of Enlightenment.  Will we look back and see how we were under the spell of 

something like this:--- 

             

 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE PASS THIS ON TO ANY OF 

YOUR FRIENDS OR COLLEGUES, 

TO COME AND HEAR THIS 

ENLIGHTENING TOUR 



Because this is such a controversial “Current Affair”, security will be on hand for the 

event; and at the discretion of the Chair.  Inquiries can be directed to Tony Gomme on 

0413100055 / tonygomme1@yahoo.com.au; or Leah on 0405791860 / 

leah2604@gmail.com. Those who would like to assist the Australian scientists that 

have committed over $100,000 to this Australian capital city speaking tour may donate 

to:-- 

Westpac Bank – Lord Monckton Tour account 

Bank BSB:  035612    

Account:  253068    

Or contact:-- 

Case Smit BSc CIH(ret) CP(Env) FAusIMM                         John Smeed D.MechE  FIEAust  CPEng RPEQ 

Noosaville Qld. 4566 (currently in Melbourne)                   Noosa Heads, Qld. 4567 (currently in Sydney) 

0418 521 304                                                                  0417 269 216 

case.smit@gmail.com                                                     johnsmeed@adna.com.au 
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